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A sofa is the centrepiece of a living room. In many ways, the centrepiece of people’s lives. 
Imagine all the moments that take place on a sofa. Conversations, time spent with family and 
friends, lazy Sunday afternoons, children growing up. A good sofa lasts and becomes part 
of the memories it helps to create. 

Our sofas have a unique story to tell. That story started in the forests of Bjärnum in the south 
of Sweden, 30 years ago. Furninova, a family-owned company, has since then grown to 
become a global brand with a wide variety of sofas. An experienced supplier with an  
extensive range of designs, sizes, shapes, materials and leathers. A freedom of choice that 
few in the industry can compete with. It lets people all around the world find just the right sofa 
for them. A sofa that embraces their individuality.

Our story started three decades ago. And it has just begun. Every day, we continue to  
create new stories together with our resellers and customers. We listen to them, finding  
inspiration and ideas, discovering new trends and fashions. Our sofas are built to last,  
but their design will always feel fresh and new.

The greatest story is still untold. At Furninova, we take responsibility for the future we all share.  
We have our own production and can make sustainable choices in every part of our  
sofa’s life cycle. We are FSC®-certified and craft our furniture from responsibly sourced wood.  
We encourage an open dialogue with our resellers and partners because together, we can 
find new ways to further minimize our impact on the environment. Our goal is to continue 
making products that are good for both people and the planet.

So, sit back on a comfy sofa, turn the page and let our story unfold.

Sofas with
a story.
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Our own factory

There are all kinds of advantages to owning  
your own production process. One of the most  
important is having full control, from start to 
finish. We build the frames ourselves. We cut  
the fabric and leather. And we assemble and  
upholster the furniture. All of this takes crafts-
manship, and it also gives us the space we  
need to create something unique. Furthermore,  
the factory’s location in Poland puts us near our 
various markets, which is particularly important 
considering sustainability.
 
Design and aesthetics

Design is ultimately about what’s important when 
it comes to choosing a sofa. Of course, the initial 
comfort, but perhaps more importantly, how  
the comfort feels after many years of use. 
The colour, the sensation as you run your hand 
over the fabric to feel the texture. For us, sofas 
are about precision but equally about passion. 
This is the main reason why we design all the 
sofas in our range ourselves.

Flexibility and freedom of choice

The flexibility and freedom of choice we offer 
have become our hallmark. The freedom lies in 
the wide selection of fabrics and leathers, and is 
a genuine good value when choosing a sofa.  
It’s also possible to combine our sofa models in 
all kinds of ways. The end result is true freedom 
to create your very own, unique Furninova sofa.

Sustainability and environment

It’s not by chance that our factory is in Poland.  
It not only gives us complete control over  
production and quality, but the location itself 
is also strategic. Quite simply, it puts us that bit 
closer to our various markets. We are also FSC® 
certified because we believe that honest, natural 
materials create furniture that lasts. 

The vast majority of our fabrics are OEKO-TEX® 
approved. We also minimise waste to keep 
the air and water clean for future generations, 
and all our suppliers fulfil our supplier policy. 
This includes the EU’s comprehensive REACH 
regulation, United Nations Conventions, ILO 
regulations, the UN Global Compact and the EU 
Timber Regulation.

Furninova is certified by FSC® to achieve our 
social and environmental goals, creating a 
wide range of furniture crafted from responsibly 
sourced wood and wood-based products.  
The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®) is an 
international non-profit organisation working 
towards establishing more sustainable forestry 
around the world. 

FSC® provide global standards for forest  
management, which cover a balance of  
environmental, social and economic aspects.  
By being a member of the organisation,  
Furninova has a certification that confirms 
that the forest is being managed in a way that 
preserves biological diversity and benefits the 
lives of local people and workers while ensuring 

it sustains economic viability. Every step in the 
process is transparent, honest and sustainable 
by default.  The purchase of products carry-
ing the FSC logo supports the preservation of 
hundreds of millions of acres of forest around 
the world. 

At Furninova we believe that honest and  
natural materials create furniture that lasts  
- in agreement with our commitment to deliver 
long-lasting pieces of furniture - while mini- 
mising waste, still keeping the air and water we 
all share safe and clean for future generations.

For more information visit;
Forest Stewardship Council at www.fsc.org.

Forest Stewardship Council

Sustainability in more 
than one way.
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Aldon is available with comfort 
C4 with synthetic down which is 
naturally allergy-friendly.

Aldon
Standing on slim legs that form a load-bearing part of the sofa - Aldon is 
an entirely new style in our wide range of sofas. The hard-shell contrast 
stunningly with wide, chunky seat and back cushions creating a bold yet 
inviting statement. The higher back assures that even taller individuals 
will get the back support they demand. Our new seat and back comfort 
with synthetic down is developed to offering allergy-friendly materials 
to our customers, and to be an alternative to feather comfort, without 
compromising on quality.
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Alexa
Alexa is the complete flexible daybed. Positioning the cushions as 
you like for your day to day needs opens up a world of potential 
where Alexa can be used as a sofa, a daybed or simply a spare 
bed. Its light appearance does not compromise seat comfort  
– as it is designed to have the comfort of a sofa and the shape  
of a daybed.



Freely arrange the back 
cushions and support 

cushions to create the best 
support for your body.

The large back cushion is filled 
with soft feathers and offers 
excellent support to both taller 
and smaller people. 
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Aria 
The sofa’s organically rounded forms create a striking appearance; it is a sofa 
with a strong personality and presence. The curved frame flows effortlessly 
from armrest to seat, enveloping you in a blend of design and a surprising 
amount of comfort. 
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Aria 3-seater in Gianni sand.
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Big Band
Create your private lounge oasis with Big Band’s fully 
upholstered modules. The sofa comes with a high back 
that ensures even taller individuals have generous back 
support. 3 different comforts options let you tailor the 
seating requirements according to individual needs. 
Big Band is also offered with 2 different armrests  
and in a limited range of ready-made combinations,  
whose sides are not upholstered and should not be 
placed freestanding.

Big Band Dusk 2,5  L + CHL R and Footstool in Melange ivory.

Big Band with Dawn back 
cushions in Alice beige.  
Duke armrest.

Big Band with Dusk back cushions 
in Marilyn brown. Frank armrest.
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Maecenas faucibus mollis interdum. Aenean eu 
leo quam. Pellentesque ornare sem lacinia quam 
venenatis vestibulum.

The vertical decor seams on the armrests and footstools convey a 
playful appearance for a timeless modern classic sofa.

Add a Nippon table in light oak, black oak or walnut, to create an unending 
number of possibilities for the ultimate feel-good sofa experience.

Big Band Dusk in Melange ivory.
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Blues Night in Nicole taupe 
with Carter armrest.

Blues 
Blues is a sectional range inspired by the lightness of  
contemporary Italian designs – with a distinctly thinner  
frame paired with a deeper seat and optional piping.  
Like many of Furninova’s sectionals, the sofa system offers  
an array of well-thought-out options to transform the  
appearance of the sofa and find the preferred amount  
of seating support. The sofa’s substantial range of  
alternatives in armrests, legs and comforts, make it a  
model easily matched to most homes and individual needs. 

Fixed or modular, straight or as a more extensive combination 
- Blues can be combined in numerous ways.
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Blues Day in Bergamo taupe with Memphis armrest.

Blues with Baker armrest.



Bolero 
Bolero’s design has a truly timeless quality with elegant 
detailing on the armrests. Suspended on light legs and a 
slim frame, the fixed deep seat cushions and generously 
padded double back cushions offer a lounge-like comfort.

Bolero 3-sits

Bolero is available in both 
fabric and leather upholstery.
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Bubble
Bubble’s round organic shapes dare you to be different. 
Create a stress-free island in your living room by placing 
the footstools and sofa together - or spread them out to 
highlight the dynamic play on shapes and colours.  
Bubble will be an eye-catcher, a comfortable spot,  
the centre of a conversation - in any home you place it.
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Bubble 1,5 + Chl in Dylan cream.

The beautiful Bubble footstool 
perfectly matches the organic 

shapes of the chaise longue 
allowing you to add additional 

seating pieces in you living room.
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Elara
With a slimmer seat frame and slightly higher legs, taller back 
and back cushions, Elara is a new addition to our wide range 
of sofas. Its modern, clean-cut look and classic Furninova 
comfort add to its easy-going character. Use Day or Dusk 
cushions and the option to choose between 2 armrest to dial 
your preferred look up or down: laid back or more formal.

Elara 3-seater in Grizzly chestnut with Wide armrest.



The footstool to Elara can be 
ordered in our full range of leathers 
and fabrics so you can match your 
sofa or your style perfectly.

Elara 3-saeter 
in Grizzly 

chestnut with 
crossed leg. 

Wide armrest.

Elara 2,5+Chl in Chanel nature with straight legs. Shaped armrest.
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Francis Day in Velvety green.

Francis
Scandinavian elegance and several comfort types are 
the key features of this sofa. A rounded chaise longue 
shape and broader than typical seating accentuate the 
contemporary design and the lightweight appearance. 
Even in larger fixed combinations, Francis stands out for its 
balanced and graceful look.

The high armrest and 
backrest adding to Francis 

balanced look. A subtle 
detail is the 45-degree seam 

connecting the slim armrest 
to the frame. 



The elegant Francis 
footstool is versatile and 

functional, perfect for when 
friends arrive.

Francis Dusk in 
Velvety green.
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Gemma
Gemma presents a casual modern look. The well-padded 
seat cushions give the sofa its well thought out base of 
comfort, standing on the slim seat frame. The armrests can 
be adjusted in height for perfect leisure: to read or to rest 
on – all to accommodate your need for relaxation and 
support in a great design package.

Adjustable armrests for 
personalised seating 
comfort.
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Harmony Day with fixed cover in Celine grey.

Harmony 
The beautifully curved, slender arm- and backrest make Harmony a 
timeless looking sofa. Available as an optional extra, the loose cover 
is perfect to have if you enjoy life on the sofa with kids or furry friends. 
Or maybe you want to have the choice to change the look of the sofa, 
depending on season or setting. Harmony comes in two different  
expressions: Day or Night. The Day model has a few larger back  
cushions and the Night version come with many smaller ones  
- both lets you find the perfect match to your preferred comfort needs.

The characteristic rounded back on Harmony.

Harmony Night with loose cover (LC) in Casual mole. 
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What was it that made you  
start Furninova?

In actual fact, it wasn’t me that started  
Furninova. I was a football player, and 
let my sporting career decide where I 
lived. From Husqvarna FF I went off to IFK 
Hässleholm. There I came into contact with 
the furniture company Br. Gustafsson. It was 
my first job in the business. After a while I 
changed job and became a key account 
manager at one of Europe’s largest furniture 
companies, Schieder. During that period 
I spent a lot of time at furniture factories 
across Poland. I then came across the 
former Deputy MD of Br. Gustafsson who 
by now had started the trading company, 
Furninova. So we joined forces, this was 
back in 1990.

Do you have any memories  
from that time?

My colleague and I started trading in all 
kinds of furniture. I remember one time 
especially when we bought a couple of 
thousand armchairs, which we sent to 
Bratells furniture store. They managed to 
sell 1,200 in an hour, an amazing accom-
plishment! The problem was that about 600 
were returned with complaints within a few 
days, so it ended up being bad business 
for everyone involved. A couple of years 
later I bought my business partner out and 
became the sole owner of Furninova, and 
also turned it into a limited company.
 

Why do you have your own  
furniture factory?

Business started taking off. A lot of produc-
tion was taking place in Poland, where I’d 
built up some good contacts. At one factory 
where we made sofas for MIO, IKEA was 
a big customer too. When they increased 
production with that supplier, there was no 
longer any room for us, and Mio gave me 
three months to secure production another 
way. And I did. About the same time,  
my old employer Schieder’s business 
started declining, and their Polish supplier 
had less and less to do. This led me into a 
partnership with the supplier so we could 
keep producing furniture for MIO.

What do you think is behind  
Furninova’s success?

Furninova’s business has constantly grown, 
apart from a few short blips along the 
way. One of the keys to our success is all 
our skilled, dedicated colleagues. They’re 
really passionate about what they do, and 
they’ve been a crucial part of our journey 
over the years. And of course my family, I 
couldn’t have done it without them. Today, 
my wife and three adult children also work 
in the company. Over the years, we’ve built 
up a culture in the company that’s hard to 
emulate. That’s also an important reason 
behind our success. We stand by what we 
do and follow our set path. My attitude has 
always been to see opportunities, to be 
positive and believe in people. That attitude 
guides our entire organisation today.

Do you remember any critical  
events for Furninova?

Well, this was early on in our journey.  
Our factory in Poland wasn’t as flexible as 
it is today, and MIO weren’t as streamlined 
as they are now. In one meeting with them, I 
outlined my strategy on a chart. It basically 
boiled down to the end consumer being 
able to choose one of our models, one of 
our 250 different fabrics and which leg  
colour they wanted. That way the store 
could order and buy a truckload of sofas 
that had already been sold when they 
reached the warehouse. The MIO rep’s 
spontaneous response was, ‘That’s the most 
ridiculous idea I’ve ever heard… But let’s 
do it.’ The concept was a major success 
both for the stores and for us. I won the 
customer’s trust there and then, and it has 
meant a lot to me and to the development of 
Furninova as a whole.

What is typically Furninova to you?

I would say it’s our flexibility. Partly how we 
greet and treat our customers, but above all 
in how we develop our sofas as products. 
No one else has as many models, modules 
or fabrics to choose from. This has become 
something of a hallmark for Furninova, and 
something customers request.

What acquisitions have you made  
over the years?

Our first one was a small part of Conform, 
but as of 2018 we own 100 per cent. It’s a 
real success and delivers good results year 

Continues on the next spread 

The secret 
is seeing  
opportunities.
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The Matterhorn which 
Benny climbed in 2019.
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after year. In 2008 we acquired 50  
per cent of a former business partner,  
Ambiente, a Danish company that special-
ises in building trade fairs and retail stores. 
We also bought Affari, which makes home 
decorations from exciting materials,  
in 2015, as well as Romanian wooden  
furniture-maker Dekorame, in which we 
own 55 per cent. In 2015 we also bought 
Brafab, Swedens largest outdoor furniture 
company. There’s a bit of a story behind 
the acquisition of Brafab. They actually 
received higher bids from other prospective 
buyers, but former owner Rolf Brorsson 
wanted to sell to us. Today, it’s amazing to 
think that Brafab started out selling wicker 
baskets on market squares around Sweden. 
In 2011 we started Soul, which sells lamps, 
rugs and modern furniture, and that same 
year we founded Furnigroup to be the  
parent company of all our businesses.

How do you see the future of  
the furniture industry?

I think that what’s already happening in 
other retail will happen with furniture too. 
Fewer people are likely to buy their furniture 
from a traditional furniture store. The retail 
chains will survive, but only the strongest 
ones. Online sales are already growing 
strongly, and they will take more market 
share moving forward.

How are you dealing with  
changes on the market?

We’re following the trend of increased  
online sales, and looking at how this can  
be an opportunity for us and in what way. 
We have an excellent collaboration with our 
customers today and don’t want to disrupt 
their business. Working more internationally 
is another possibility. We can already be 
found in many places in Europe, as well as 
in China, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, 
Dubai… and there is potential in many other 
places around the world too. But of course 
we must never forget to maintain our skill 
and feeling for developing the right models, 
details and fabrics… and being ready when 
trends come along.

What’s happening with the  
big trade fairs?

We’re continuing to invest in trade fairs 
around the world. IMM Cologne is our main 
one, but Stockholm, Shanghai, M.O.W. 
and Brussels are important too. It’s mainly 
the ability to present the entire width of 
our range that’s important. And of course 
all the meetings and contacts over the 
intensive days of the fair. I think that trade 
fairs will remain important for many years 
to come, although possibly in other forms. 
All the opportunities of digital technology 
will of course have an impact. Just imagine 
putting on a pair of VR goggles and walking 
around in different digital environments.

What’s the best thing about your job?

Working alongside genuinely dedicated, 
inquisitive people, as I have done for many 
years now. Having said that, I’ve never real-
ly thought of my job as a job, it’s been more 
of a lifestyle. But when I finished as MD 
and started as CEO, I suddenly had more 
free time. So I use a lot of that time to train 
and exercise. I even had the time to climb 
one of the worlds most famous mountains, 
The Matterhorn. It is located on the border 
between Switzerland and Italy, and its peak 
is 4,478 metres (14,692 ft) high, making it 
one of the highest summits in the Alps and 
Europe. It’s a long time since I was this fit…

And finally, what sofa do you  
have at home?

An Amaya. It’s a luxurious sofa with  
outstanding seat comfort.

– Over the years, we’ve built up a culture  
in the company that’s hard to emulate.  
That’s also an important reason behind  
our success. We stand by what we do and 
follow our set path. My attitude has always 
been to see opportunities, to be positive  
and believe in people. That attitude guides 
our entire organisation today.
Benny Nilsson
Owner and CEO of Furnigroup.
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Lennon 3-seater 
in Chanel grey.

Lennon 
Lennon’s considered design gives it a very modern light overall 
appearance. The thin seat frame provides the sofa with its slim and 
graceful lines. Lovely details like the open French sewing on the 
cushions add to the sofas discreet and very well-balanced design.

Lennon 3-seater 
in Azure taupe.
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Sydney 
A modern design and fixed seat make Sydney 
the perfect everyday modular sofa for a broad 
range of homes. Available in a wide range of 
leathers and fabrics to suit your home and style.

Sydney 2,5+chl in Leone grey.
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Melbourne
Melbourne’s fixed seat and contemporary design 
make it an ideally suited day-to-day sofa for a wide 
range of homes and styles.

Melbourne 3-seater in Western cognac.



Moonlight
A sectional sofa that compromises on nothing, delivers big on 
comfort and comes packed with a generous character and 
an oversized frame. A highly interchangeable design with 
7 different modules makes Moonlight extremely adaptable, 
from the most classic and traditional shapes to freeform and 
unique compositions. 

Both supportive and cosy. Moonlight offers a type of comfort 
that is pure heaven to sit in with its supple feather-filled 
cushions on top of the frames soft supporting layer of foam. 
This is a double layer comfort construction that is unique in 
Furninova’s range.

Moonlight in Laura sand.
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1,5 L + 1,5 +  Corner + 1,5 x 2 + Corner + 1,5 + 1,5 R

1,5 + Corner + 1,5 x 2 +Corner + 1,5 + Footstool XL x 2

Footstool XL + 1,5 L + 1,5 x 2 + 1,5 R + Footstool XL

1,5 L + 1,5 + Corner + 1,5 x 2 + Corner + 1,5 + 1,5 R
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Paloma dining sofa
We observed that most dining sofas had straighter lines and felt 
Paloma’s rounded shapes would be a more graceful option for 
your dining room. Available in 3 sizes so suit your dining table 
and seating requirements. The dining sofa comes with an optional 
armrest cover to protect it from daily use and dirty dinner hands.

Paloma dining sofa in Velvety ivory with the additional 
washable armrest cover protecting the sofa from stains.



Paloma
Extending our timeless and elegant armchair Paloma to a sofa seemed like the natural step 
to take, effortlessly complementing the armchair with more seating space. A sleek curve ties 
Paloma’s armrest and backrest together, creating the silhouette of a modern classic. Available as 
a 3- or 2.5-seater with one continuous seat cushion. Paloma stands on either metal or wooden 
legs and can be ordered in our wide range of upholstery.

Paloma sofa in Nubuck clay. 

Paloma dining sofaPaloma sofa
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Petito
A gentle bohemian touch and simple lines make it an almost iconic statement. 
While it has style in spades, its loose slipcover adds practicality to the list as well. 
To change Petito’s look and feel by season, room or simply for convenience is as 
easy as ordering a new cover. The feather filling in the seat and back cushions 
make it a very comfortable and relaxed sofa to sit on. Maintaining the sofa by 
washing the fabric covers and keeping the sofa clean and pristine extends the  
sofa’s lifespan and use. You will do yourself and the environment a big favour. 
Petito really is a sofa to lean back and enjoy life in for a long time ahead.
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Piemonte
The striking design with the optional cross legs 
sends off a trendy feeling, giving Piemonte a 
relaxing and comfortable presence even before 
sitting down. Piemonte can be ordered with a 
wooden seat frame or come fully upholstered, 
making it beautifully placed freestanding in a 
room. 

The Special sewing option lets you tailor the sofa 
to give it a different look and feel, depending on 
your style.

Piemonte Special with black wooden 
frame and with straight leg.
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Piemonte with wooden frame, 3-seater in Bergamo nature.



Pure
With pullings on its arm and backrest – Pure integrates these 
elements beautifully into its comfort and character, as the armrest 
and backrest doubles as cushions. The sofa is an exciting blend of 
effortlessly flowing curves that create beautiful shadows and soft 
lines that offer a pleasant design. In both its Day or Night versions, 
Pure is a sofa that invites you to recharge and relax in style.

Pure Night with matching footstool in Matiss nature.



Pure with 
Night cushions.

Pure with Day cushions.
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The rounded shape on 
Ravels back side makes 
it easy to place in the 
middle of the room.

On Ravel the armrest has a shaped 
foam cushion on the inside. 
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Ravel
Slender high legs and generous seat and back cushions 
define Ravel as a modern and visually stunning sofa model. 
Follow the gently curved well-padded armrests to the higher 
back of the sofa; this assures that even taller individuals will 
get the back support they require. Offered in a wide range 
of comforts will make this sofa easy to live with and place in 
a broad range of homes and styles.

Ravel 3-seater in Sauvage cognac.

Ravel 4-seater in Gianni cream accompanied with a footstool in Sauvage cognac.



Sake 
With a self-confident and relaxed style, Sake has been a clear 
winner in the shops and homes of our customers since it was 
launched. In 2021 we have added an even greater versatility to 
Sake’s range, by adding a chaise longue. Large seating areas and 
a very generous seat depth make Sake the ultimate lounge sofa. 
Sake is a loose cover model, making it highly practical if you have 
a minor accident on the sofa or want to change its looks after 
buying it. Maintaining the sofa by washing the fabric and keeping 
the sofa clean and pristine extends the sofa’s lifespan and use. 
You will do yourself and the environment a big favour in the long 
run. Should a misfortune occur, it is also cheaper to exchange just 
the cover instead of the entire sofa.
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Samba
It is a sofa that doesn’t need to be categorised  
- equally accomplished in its expression and 
functionality. Samba is a natural place for  
meetings, rest, and socialising regardless of  
the environment or context it is placed in.

Samba can be ordered in 3 different back 
cushions and with 5 varying styles of armrests 
to suit your leisure style fully. Adding to Samba’s 
organic design language, several of its modules 
are curved, enabling you to create a sofa group 
made up of circles or round flowing shapes. 





Day cushions

With Day cushions you get a square tailored look, 
as the cushions are cut to fit the sofa perfectly.
Seat depth: 62 cm.

Double Day cushions

Double Day cushions give the sofa a more narrow 
seat depth for those who enjoy a bit more support for 
the back. Seat depth: 50 cm.

Night cushions

With scatter cushions, you get a softer look and can 
adjust the support as you like. Seat depth: 50-64 cm.

Samba 
New for 2021 is the addition of an optional 7 cm higher back frame to ensure a high level of seating 
support for taller individuals. To Samba’s range has also been added a round footstool to complement the 
sofa systems rounder shapes. 2 new armrests are also added to the range: Amazon and Pedro. Amazon is 
a slim lower armrest covering the sofa’s sides, elegantly ending a modular combination by leaving it more 
open if it is placed freestanding. Pedro is a wide armrest just like Samba’s armrest Rio but with a new type 
of sewing to create a slightly more clear-cut look.
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Large Samba combination.
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Who is Thomas Nordqvist?

“I am over 50 with a partner and two 
children, raised and living in the metropolis 
of Hässleholm, 15 minutes from Bjärnum. 
In my spare time, I enjoy physical activities 
as far away from my sedentary office life 
as possible. Purchasing, logistics and sales 
have always been close to my heart, but 
I began my working life, a little unexpect-
edly, in the care sector and special needs 
primary education. For a number of years 
early on, I worked with children and young 
people with autism. This was a wonderful 
time that provided me with a great deal  
of experience. I also learned to see and  
understand people’s needs. This was 
followed by a spell at Hässleholm local 
authority, where I worked with public 
procurement.” 

How did you end up in the furniture 
business?

“I did not exactly plan my route to the 
furniture sector. I was looking around for 
something else and got a job at another  
furniture company. This company resembled 
Furninova in many respects. I was there for 
3–4 years before joining Furninova.  
I’ve been here for more than two decades 
now, so I’m clearly happy. What a journey 
it’s been, and we’re not there yet.”

What is your role at Furninova?

“I am the Purchasing & Logistics Manager. 
Being purchasing manager is basically 
simple. It’s a matter of ensuring that the right 
goods of the right quality in the right version 
and at the right price arrive at the right time. 
Being a logistics manager is much more  
difficult, where it is mostly a matter of 
solving challenges. As with all exports, 
for example, there are lots of challenges, 
particularly in relation to administration. 
And the requirements vary from country to 
country. Today, around 80 per cent of our 
production is exported. Our products can 
be found pretty much all over the world, 
from Europe, the Middle East and Asia to 
North Africa and North America. And our 
export market is growing at breakneck 
speed.”

What’s the best thing about your job?

“In my opinion, it’s anything but monoto-
nous. Others might find it stressful that most 
of the things on the to-do list are still there at 
the end of the day. Other things have come 
up, quite simply. I’ve been doing this for so 
long now that I can prioritise and don’t get 
stressed. On the other hand, it’s difficult to 
deal with world events that we can’t influ-
ence, such as factories being shut down for 
days – it’s frustrating.”

What are the sustainability challenges 
in the sofa industry?

“For the first time, I sense that the sustain-
ability issue is being taken seriously, that 
it’s real now. At long last, in my opinion. 
The pressure is coming from consumers, 
and this naturally affects retailers. It will be 
challenging for all manufacturers to keep 
up in this respect, because things are now 
moving quickly. If I had to highlight one 
specific area, it would be transport. Dealing 
with all the plastic used in transport pack-
aging is a major challenge. It’s a complex 
task, as there are so many different sizes of 
furniture. But this work has to be done – it’s 
a matter of transforming and adapting the 
business. We set out on our journey several 
years ago. Today, for example, all leather 
waste is utilised and turned into products 
such as mobile phone cases. And leftover 
fabric from the sofa manufacturing process 
is made into sacks to hold the leather 
waste.” 

How do you work with sustainability 
now?

“In order to ensure that social, environmen-
tal and quality requirements on our part are 
met, we have developed a supplier policy 
that all suppliers have signed and have to 
adhere to. Our aim is to adopt a long-term 

Most of what we do 
fundamentally relates 
to sustainability.

Continues on the next spread 
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approach in our work with our suppliers, 
and thereby build up a strong collabora-
tion that benefits our work on sustainability 
issues. Our fabric and leather suppliers, 
for example, have to satisfy requirements 
according to REACH, an EU regulation 
relating to the production and safe use  
of chemicals. In addition, an increasing 
proportion of our fabrics also meet the 
requirements for Oeko-Tex, a worldwide 
system certifying that the fabrics do not  
contain chemicals that cause negative  
effects, either to people or the environment.” 

When will Furninova’s first Swan-la-
belled sofa arrive?

“It’s already here, having undergone testing 
at RISE (Research Institutes of Sweden).  
RISE works with industrial research and 
innovation, as well as performing testing 
and certification. The Nordic Swan Ecolabel 
is the best-known ecolabel in the Scandi-
navian countries, delivering certification 
and scope with world-class environmental 
goals. But this is just the beginning. In the 
future, we will be making sofas primarily 
from climate-smart materials.”
 
What does the fact that you are 
FSC-certified mean?

“Most people are probably familiar  
with FSC and know that it’s a good thing, 
although not exactly how. Being FSC-certi-
fied is a guarantee that all the wood comes 
from sustainably grown forest. For us, this 
means that the entire chain is certified, from 
raw material to finished product. FSC is also 
working to improve the living and working 
conditions of forest workers, as well as to 
clarify the relationship between respons- 
ible forestry and actions that can mitigate 
climate change. For our customers, and 
ultimately for consumers, this means that 
they can rest assured that the furniture we 
manufacture takes both nature and people 
into consideration.”

How do you think sustainability issues 
will affect sofa sales in future?

“This will definitely affect all of us more 
and more in future. Here in the Nordic 
region, we are at the forefront regarding 
these issues, but other countries are making 
significant strides. It’s a matter of reviewing 
the entire production process and reducing 
the use of metals, water and chemicals, as 
well as using more sustainable materials. 
This may initially result in higher production 
costs, but it will gradually even out as the 
rise is largely related to high starting costs.”

You talk about long-term collabora-
tions. How is this sustainable?

“Good dialogue is an important part of 
long-term collaborations, where we discuss 
what we need going forward and thereby 
lay the foundations for well-planned invest-
ments. We act as a guarantor, providing 
security for our business partners. Our 
brand new factory in Poland, for example, is 
self-sufficient when it comes to heating, with 
any surplus being sold on. We are planning 
to install solar cells in connection with the 
factory, which will allow it to supply its own 
electricity. I believe it is important for us to 
be able to meet our partners at a senior 
level and develop these important issues 
together.”

How does the sustainability issue affect 
the choice of suppliers?

“It has a considerable impact. If a company 
doesn’t keep up-to-date on these issues, 
they will lose business and be mercilessly 
discarded.”

Do you have a special memory from 
your career with sofas you would like 
to share?

“At the beginning of my time at Furninova, 
we were riding on the crest of a huge wave 
of success. We had a completely new 
position on the market, with good design 

and quality at great prices thanks to our 
in-house manufacturing in Poland. At the 
furniture fairs, we felt a bit like rock stars. 
There were queues to our stand, with people 
shouting and tugging at us, all in order to 
buy our products. The competition is stiffer 
now, but our success has continued, albeit 
at a slightly more moderate level. There are 
also numerous stories of clashes between 
my mathematical, slightly square brain and 
other more creative brains. Then there are 
all the times when someone has wanted to 
change something, usually just for the sake 
of change. I particularly remember one 
occasion when a customer wanted to adjust 
the incline of the backrest by one millimetre. 
I don’t believe that adjustment was especial-
ly noticeable in terms of comfort.”

Hand on heart, how sustainably do you 
live your life?

“I have to brag a little about my home 
municipality. They have come a long way 
on these issues, particularly when it comes 
to sorting at source. We now sort into ten 
different fractions in different containers 
in the Nordqvist home. I may possibly 
have become something of an ogre when 
it comes to enforcing this, but I think these 
issues are important.” 

Finally, what sofa do you have at 
home?

“We have three sofas, all of which are  
from Furninova. Anything else would be 
completely unthinkable, even though my 
partner has attempted a coup on one  
occasion. Furninova is always striving 
to have one of the widest ranges of sofa 
models on the market, enabling us to offer 
models to suit every need. And if my partner 
still can’t find a suitable Furninova sofa,  
I can complain to our designers.” 

– Our first Nordic Swan-labelled sofa is on its way. 
But this is just the beginning – in the future, we will be 
making sofas primarily from climate-smart materials.”
Thomas Nordqvist
Purchasing and Logistics Manager at Furninova.
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Fabric: Cortina white.
Armrest: Shaped.

Fabric: Velvety mustard.
Armrest: Wide.
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Sleepy 140 cm in Velvety mustard.

Sleepy
An elegant sofa with a convenient and compact bed function. 
The bed mechanism opens easily by a one-handed pull and the 
thick mattress is made with a good night’s rest in mind. The sofa 
bed turns into a compact, comfortable design sofa with simple, 
pure lines in the daytime.

Sleepy is available with 2 different armrests, optional contrast 
and piping. The mattress comes in 2 widths: 140 cm and 160 cm.



Vesta
Vesta is one of our all-time bestsellers, and it is easy to see why. It is a deeper 
lounge sofa with a timeless quality that always brings a contemporary presence to 
any room. Over the years, a carefully considered variety of modules and options 
have been developed to make it easy to customise and tailor to your very personal 
needs and requirements.  One of Vesta various features is that all of the modules 
are fully upholstered, making them easy to move around and place in different 
combinations, together or separate.

Vesta Standard, 2,5-module L + Chl-module R, in Degas Nature.



Vesta Back cushion

This year we have added Dusk optional cushions, an 
easy way to offer more back support and make the 
deeper Vesta less of a lounge sofa by creating more 
of an upright seating position.

Vesta LC

Vesta is available as a loose cover model.  
The difference in looks compared to a Vesta with a 
fixed cover is insignificant. You can easily remove 
the loose cover. Maintaining the sofa by choosing a 
washable fabric keeps the sofa clean and pristine and 
extends its lifespan. Practical and environmentally 
friendly at the same time. You will do yourself and the 
environment a big favour. Should a misfortune occur, 
it is also cheaper to exchange just the cover instead of 
the entire sofa.

Vesta Motion

Vesta Motion offers a slide function 
module, where the seat slides back 
and forth to suit your needed seat 
depth with the help of electrical motors 
controlling the position. Unique to the 
Vesta Motion is the optional feather 
filled slide seat – adding functions 
should never compromise on comfort.
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Vida
Our new sofa, Vida, might at first glance have a simple contemporary 
appearance. Still, it features distinctive elements in the areas of both 
comfort and design. Vida has a deep seating depth and softly rounded 
wide armrests that are padded. In fact, the entire frame is padded 
with foam, and the armrests and seat covers are sewn into one single 
section, which is a subtle but quite luxurious detail. Our new comfort, 
C4, with synthetic down makes the cushions more stable and rounder 
than conventional down-filled without losing the feel. The filling is also 
allergy-friendly, contains no animal products, and will be available 
with a Swedish Eco label in 2021.
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Available with 
swivel foot!

Aldon DagmarCarmen

Ellen Gorm

Degano Dione

With or without
decor stitching.

Egon

Armchairs

Fly 
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Karetta

Podium

Revir Willow

Lafayette High

Paloma 

Jolyn

Zoe

Pierre
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Egon
The cool, stylish lounge chair that never compromises 
comfort – this really sums up our armchair Egon.  
Optional decors seams along the seat and back add 
weight to Egon’s design. Special sewing details on the 
edges also add plenty of personality to this charmingly 
relaxing armchair.

Egon in 
Jesolo cognac.

Egon with decor stitching in Eros seagrass.
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Degano
Degano’s design is made of simple geometric shapes softened by  
the curves in the padded frame. Placed on slender metal legs that are 
available in a range of colours, Degano is truly an armchair designed 
to suit a wide variety of spaces and placements.

Degano is available 
in both fabric and 
leather.
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Gorm
Following the latest trends, organically shaped Gorm has a strong 
presence and comes fully upholstered. We have added small touches 
that emphasise our firm commitment to design. A special wide seam 
runs along the edges of the armchair - underling its shape and curves. 
The armchair stands on a metal swivelling base - making it both easy 
and comfortable to use in a small space or furnish in a tight group.
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Podium
The Podium armchair was designed with a nod to the 
iconic Scandinavian designs of the 50ies - but unlike many 
older designs, we also added options to let you express 
your individuality. Podium is a sophisticated and comfort-
able armchair in solid oak that will find its spot in many 
homes, as a single armchair or complementing a sofa 
group.

Podium Special is 
available with a 
brace in the back 
as an extra design 
feature. 

Podium is available 
in black wood and 
lacquered oak.
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Revir
A classical oak armchair with stylish lines and a retro touch. 
Create your look with different upholstery options. The soft 
seat and back cushions are available in leather and fabric.

Also available with 
black frame.

Revir’s frame is 
made of solid oak
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Paloma
This is the original design to our new range of Paloma sofas - a contemporary 
looking armchair with rounded lines and a slight retro touch. Palomas’ look and 
feel can be perceived very differently by opting for metal or wooden legs or 
upholstered mixed combinations. The armchair’s inner and outer sides can be 
ordered with contrasting upholstery to create a more exciting look. Chose your 
personal expression with colours – incredibly trendy this season is to go for a 
boucle fabric.

Paloma Mix, a combination of Sauvage olive in the back and Gabrielle emerald inside.



Mario

Noche Noche High

Bed frames

Blanc

Mario High Neo
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Vesta

Shabby Shabby High

Tiramisu

Norfolk Norfolk High
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*The headrest on Blanc is ordered separately and is not attached to the bed frame. The bed can not be 

placed in the middle of a room. We strongly recommend attaching the headboard to the wall with screws. 

Blanc
One of Blanc’s stand out features is its luxurious 
headboard in two different heights with pullings 
as well as its optional extra side headboards to 
widen the main headboard. The bed frame is 
available in three widths and a wide range of 
upholsteries. The cover on the frame is removable. 
Configure Blanc to be a style statement or a soft 
relaxing presence in any room you place it.* 

Available in two different heights of the headboard (98 cm & 130 cm) and with optional side boards

Blanc 
Height of frame: 28 cm.
(23,5 cm + 4,5 cm leg.)

Headboard XH

Std Headboard         
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Mario bed in Evita concrete.

Mario / Mario High
Mario is a bold bed frame with wings enveloping the bed on 
both sides of the headboard. The soft, quilted upholstery style 
is available in our varied range of fabrics. Let the upholstery 
you chose make it classical, contemporary or even edgier to 
suit your interior style.

Mario High

Mario High
Height of frame: 47 cm.
(25 cm + 22 cm leg.)
Fabric: Nomi midnight blue.

Mario 
Height of frame: 30 cm.
(20 cm + 10 cm leg.) 
Fabric: Alice midnight blue.
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Neo bed in Eros stone.

Neo 
The Neo bed frame shares its bold enveloping headboard wings with its 
sibling, Mario. However, Neo is slightly slimmer and has a more floating 
design. The soft, quilted upholstery style is available in our varied range 
of fabrics and leathers. Neo is available in a wide range of upholstery 
options to easily match it to your interior style and tastes.

Neo 
Height of frame: 30 cm.

(12 cm + 18 cm leg.) 
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Noche / Noche High
Pamper yourself in our dreamy, relaxed Noche bed frame. 
Enjoy the bows on the headboard and bed frame skirt that 
extends to the floor - all lovely details that add to its charming 
romantic character. The cover on the bed frame and headbo-
ard cushions are removable and available in fabric and can 
be washed according to the recommendations.  

Noche High
Height of frame: 49 cm.*
(35 cm + 14 cm leg.) 

Noche
Height of frame: 37 cm.
(23 cm + 14 cm leg.) 

The loose cover on the frame and headboard cushions are 
completely removable, making it easy to wash or replace.

Bows - details that add to 
Noché s charming character  
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Norfolk 
Norfolk is best described as elegantly timeless and varied.  
It is the perfect addition to any master bedroom - available in 
3 widths, with a short or long skirt. Use our carefully selected 
range or fabrics to craft your look and feel. Make it a stand out 
feature or a quiet place for rest and reflection.

Norfolk - short skirt
Height of frame: 37 cm.
(23 cm + 14 cm leg.) 
Fabric: Ally Quilt plum.

Norfolk High - short skirt
Height of frame: 49 cm.
(35 cm + 14 cm leg.)
Fabric: Ally Quilt taupe.
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Shabby
Simple, considered lines and the bedframes soft, supple feel add 
to its easy-going character and the feather-filled headboard 
gives Shabby a uniquely luxurious feel. Maybe you are deciding 
on where to place it, in the master bedroom or a guestroom?  
Use our extensive upholstery range to dial its presence up or 
down to suit your requirements. Loose cover on the bed frame.

Shabby High
Height of frame: 46 cm.
(24 cm + 22 cm leg.)
Leather: Nabucco clay.

Shabby
Height of frame: 28/31 cm*.
(24 cm + 4/7 cm leg.)

Shabby180x200 in Grizzly nature with cross stiching on the headboard.



Tiramisu
With its softly padded frame and sculptural ladyfingers 
headboard, Tiramisu will be an eye-catcher in any 
room you place it. The bed frame is available in a wide 
range of upholstery options to easily match it to your 
interior style and tastes. Loose cover on the bed frame.

Tiramisu 180x200 cm in Peron teal.

Tiramisu
Height of frame: 31 cm.
(24 cm + 7 cm leg.)
Fabric: Casual silver.



Vesta bed
This inviting reassuringly supple bed frame is fully upholstered and 
makes a significant visual impact wherever you place it. The beautiful 
special seam accentuates the outline of the bed and adds plenty of 
character and elegance and the feather-filled headboard adds a whole 
new level of luxury and refinement to the bed frame. By choosing from 
our extensive upholstery range, you can dial its presence up or down to 
suit your requirements and placements. Loose cover on the headboard 
and bed frame.

Vesta High
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm.*

(35 cm + 10/13/15 cm leg.)
Leather: Bergamo Chestnut.

Both Vesta and Vesta High are 
available with Special seam.  

The headbord on Vesta 
is filled with feathers.

*Determined by the height of the leg.

Vesta
Height of frame: 34/37/39 cm.*
(24 cm + 10/13/15 cm leg.)
Leather: Jesolo cognac.
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Dining chairs

Toro

Paloma Dining sofa

Morgan Roma

Vila

Oscar 

Verdon
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Diva
Available with metal legs in brushed chrome black and chrome. Wooden legs in 10 colours.

Liva
Available with metal legs in brushed chrome black and chrome. Wooden legs in 10 colours.

Layla LowLayla High

Zippo
Available with metal legs in black, grey and white. 

Wooden legs in 10 colours.

Layla
Available with metal legs in black, grey and white. 

Wooden legs in 10 colours.

Available with 
swivel foot!
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Ruby 
Ruby 88 x 88 x 36

Ruby small 78 x 78 x 36
Available with special sewing.

Floor cushion Round
Ø 100 x 27
Ø 75 x 23

Floor cushion Square
100 x 100 x 27

75 x 75 x 23

Candy 
48 x 48 x 39

With button or with button & handle.

Hexagon 
60 x 35 x 36

Footstool cover for 3 pieces

Cube
90 x 90 x 36
60 x 60 x 36

Orbit 
92 x 51 x 33

Praline
47 x 47 x 41,5

With or without grip & button

Bonbon
43 x 43 x 45

With or without grip & button

Footstools &
Floor cushions
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Rafael
Rafael 94 x 66 x 36

Rafael small 84 x 55 x 36
Available with special sewing.

Torus
Ø 100 x 34
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Accessories

Neckrest No 2
47 x Ø17 x 80

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Neckrest No 11 - Adjustable
52 x Ø16 x 64

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Neckrest No 10 - Adjustable
62 x Ø16 x 64

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Back Support Cushion Squared
57 x 13 x 13

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Neckrest No 15 
62 x 13 x 78

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

TV bags 
Available with 2 or 3 pockets 

and in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Neckrest No 8 - Adjustable
52/62/82 x Ø14 x 64

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Back Support Cushion Round
61 x 14 x 14

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Available with 
special sewing and 

standard piping.
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Deco 140
45 x 45 x 8

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Nippon
95 x 40 x 42

Available in black oak, walnut and oak.
Fits to: Big Band, Blues, Box, Bubble, Cartago, Cubo, Moonlight,  

Noir, Paso Doble, Scarlett, Starlight, Trevi, Vesta, Zeus.

Vesta back cushion
65 x 15 x 55

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Deco Lux 2 
60 x 22 x 10

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Deco 210
55 x 55 x 12

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers 

Deco Lux 1 
60 x 22 x 10

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers

Deco 1020
60 x 40 x 12

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers 

Deco Lux 3
60 x 22 x 10

Available in our entire collection 
of fabrics and leathers
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Daybed
W•D•H*: 202x102x40 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 40x102 cm
0.48 m3   Weight: 39 kg   

Back Cushion
W•D•H*: 71x40x17 cm 
0.06 m3   Weight: 3 kg   

Support Cushion big with handle
W•D•H*: 90x31x22 cm 
0.07 m3   Weight: 5.5 kg   

Support Cushion big
W•D•H*: 90x31x22 cm 
0.07 m3   Weight: 5.5 kg   

Support Cushion small
W•D•H*: 51x16x13 cm 
0.01 m3   Weight: 0.5 kg   

3-Seater
W•D•H*: 224x93x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 51x60 cm
1.36 m3   Weight: 69 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Seater
W•D•H*: 204x93x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 51x60 cm
1.24 m3   Weight: 62 kg   Legs: 4

1-Seater
W•D•H*: 108x93x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 51x60 cm
0.67 m3   Weight: 36 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool
W•D•H*: 80x60x51 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 51x cm
0.14 m3   Weight: 11 kg   Legs: 4

Neckrest
W•D•H*: 62x13x78 cm 
0.07 m3   Weight: 1.9 kg   

Index

Alexa.

Aldon.

Aria.

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Upholstery

Upholstery

Upholstery

Fabric

Fabric

Fabric

Leather

Leather

Piping

Fixed cover

Fixed cover

Fixed cover

3-Seater
W•D•H* 224x106x80 cm 
1.67 m3   Weight: 76 kg   Legs: 4

3+Chl L/R
W•D•H* 316x174x80 cm 
2.90 m3   Weight: 130 kg   Legs: 6

Piping

Piping

Daybed and support cushions are in Comfort C1. Back cushion is in Comfort C2 
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2,5-Module
W•D•H*: 182x102x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x60 cm
1.47 m3   Weight: 55 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 202x102x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x60 cm
1.62 m3   Weight: 63 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Module
W•D•H*: 112x102x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x60 cm
0.93 m3   Weight: 35 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 132x102x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x60 cm
1.08 m3   Weight: 43 kg   Legs: 4

Chl-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 132x157x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x115 cm
1.65 m3   Weight: 45 kg   Legs: 5

Chl XL-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 158x157x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x115 cm
1.95 m3   Weight: 58 kg   Legs: 5

Corner-Module
W•D•H*: 100x100x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x58 cm
0.82 m3   Weight: 32 kg   Legs: 4

Corner XL-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 129x100x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x58 cm
1.04 m3   Weight: 38 kg   Legs: 4

End part-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 153x102x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x60 cm
1.25 m3   Weight: 39 kg   Legs: 4

2,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H*: 334x157x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x60/115 cm
3.27 m3   Weight: 108 kg   Legs: 8

Chl+2,5+C+End part L/R
W•D•H*: 414x253x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x60/115 cm
5.18 m3   Weight: 171 kg   Legs: 16

Footstool
W•D•H*: 102x102x43 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x102 cm
0.50 m3   Weight: 27 kg   Legs: 4

Big Band. Day, Dusk & Dawn.

Comfort

Upholstery

Fabric Leather Fixed cover Piping

Decor seam
Decor seam is available on armrests and footstool.

Bolero.

Blues - starts on page 96.

Bubble.

Comfort

Comfort

Upholstery

Upholstery

Fabric

Fabric

Leather Piping

Piping

Fixed cover

Fixed cover

4-Seater
W•D•H* 246x107x77 cm 
1.26 m3   Weight: 91 kg   Legs: 4

3-Seater
W•D•H* 206x107x77 cm 
1.06 m3   Weight: 74 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-module
W•D•H* 100x104x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x70 cm
0.96 m3   Weight: 38 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-module L/R
W•D•H* 122x104x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x70 cm
1.15 m3   Weight: 46 kg   Legs: 4

Chl-module L/R
W•D•H* 122x170x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x102 cm
1.85 m3   Weight: 59 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool
W•D•H* 105x102x43 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x70 cm
0.56 m3   Weight: 21 kg   Legs: 4
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Blues. Day & Night.

Comfort

Upholstery. Day.

Upholstery. Night.

Fabric

Fabric

Leather Fixed cover

Fixed cover

Piping

Piping

** Dimensions without armrests.

7 cm

Carter

80
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m

60
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m

20 cm

Baker

60
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m

80
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m

24 cm

Memphis

80
 c

m

60
 c

m

Blues with Day cushions.

Blues with Night cushions.

3-Seater
W•D•H* 200**x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
1.24 m3   Weight: 73 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Seater
W•D•H* 180**x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
1.15 m3   Weight: 69 kg   Legs: 4

2-Seater
W•D•H* 150**x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
1.00 m3   Weight: 63 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Seater
W•D•H* 90**x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.71 m3   Weight: 52 kg   Legs: 4

1-Seater
W•D•H* 75**x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.64 m3   Weight: 50 kg   Legs: 4

Chl (90)-Seater
W•D•H* 90**x148x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
1.03 m3   Weight: 58 kg   Legs: 6

Chl (75)-Seater
W•D•H* 75**x148x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.92 m3   Weight: 55 kg   Legs: 6

3-Module
W•D•H* 200x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
1.00 m3   Weight: 51 kg   Legs: 4

3-Module L/R
W•D•H* 200**x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
1.12 m3   Weight: 62 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Module
W•D•H* 180x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.91 m3   Weight: 47 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Module L/R
W•D•H* 180**x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
1.03 m3   Weight: 58 kg   Legs: 4

2-Module
W•D•H* 150x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.76 m3   Weight: 41 kg   Legs: 4

2-Module L/R
W•D•H* 150**x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.88 m3   Weight: 52 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Module (90)
W•D•H* 90x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.47 m3   Weight: 30 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Module (90) L/R
W•D•H* 90**x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.59 m3   Weight: 41 kg   Legs: 4

1-Module (75)
W•D•H* 75x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.40 m3   Weight: 28 kg   Legs: 4

1-Module (75) L/R
W•D•H* 75**x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.52 m3   Weight: 39 kg   Legs: 4

Chl (90)-Module
W•D•H* 90x148x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.69 m3   Weight: 36 kg   Legs: 4

Chl (90)-Module L/R
W•D•H* 90**x148x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.86 m3   Weight: 47 kg   Legs: 5

Chl (75)-Module
W•D•H* 75x148x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.58 m3   Weight: 33 kg   Legs: 4

Chl (75)-Module L/R
W•D•H* 75**x148x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.76 m3   Weight: 44 kg   Legs: 5

Corner-Module Multi L/R
W•D•H* 155**x160*x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
1.46 m3   Weight: 62 kg   Legs: 5

Corner-Module Maxi
W•D•H* 116x116x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.68 m3   Weight: 33 kg   Legs: 4

Corner-Module (90)
W•D•H* 98x98x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.50 m3   Weight: 30 kg   Legs: 4

Corner-Module (45)
W•D•H* 90x94x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.44 m3   Weight: 19 kg   Legs: 3

Curved end-Module L/R
W•D•H* 189x166x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
1.54 m3   Weight: 54 kg   Legs: 5

End part-Module L/R
W•D•H* 140x101x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.71 m3   Weight: 39 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool 75x75
W•D•H* 76x76x44 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.20 m3   Weight: 13 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool 90x75
W•D•H* 91x76x44 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 44x cm
0.24 m3   Weight: 15 kg   Legs: 4

Back cushion Night (56x46)
W•D•H* 56x46x13 cm 
0.03 m3   Weight: 1.3 kg   

Back cushion Night (46x40)
W•D•H* 46x40x10 cm 
0.02 m3   Weight: 0.7 kg   
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Wide, 20 cm Shaped, 20 cm

Elara. Day & Dusk.

Francis. Day & Dusk.

Comfort

Comfort

Upholstery

Upholstery

3-Seater
W•D•H*: 222x90x85 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 46,5x53 cm
1.09 m3   Weight: 77 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Seater
W•D•H*: 192x90x85 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 46,5x53 cm
0.95 m3   Weight: 68 kg   Legs: 4

2,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H*: 267x160x85 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 
46,5x53/123 cm
1.69 m3   Weight: 120 kg   Legs: 8

3+Divan L/R
W•D•H*: 291x255x85 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 46,5x53 cm
2.25 m3   Weight: 149 kg   Legs: 8

2,5+Divan L/R
W•D•H*: 261x255x85 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 46,5x53 cm
2.11 m3   Weight: 140 kg   Legs: 8

Footstool
W•D•H*: 75x60x43 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x60 cm
0.13 m3   Weight: 10 kg   Legs: 4

3-Seater
W•D•H*: 226x92x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x55 cm
1.22 m3   Weight: 69 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Seater
W•D•H*: 197x92x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x55 cm
1.07 m3   Weight: 64 kg   Legs: 4

1,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H*: 300x177x80 cm 
2.54 m3   Weight: 103 kg   

2,5+Chl round L/R
W•D•H*: 371x177x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x55/140 cm
2.92 m3   Weight: 120 kg   Legs: 8

2,5+Divan L/R
W•D•H*: 272x234x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x55 cm
2.21 m3   Weight: 114 kg   Legs: 6

3+Divan L/R
W•D•H*: 301x234x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x55 cm
2.37 m3   Weight: 119 kg   Legs: 6

3+corner+2,5-seater L/R
W•D•H*: 306x277x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x55 cm
2.68 m3   Weight: 156 kg   Legs: 8

2,5+corner+2,5-seater
W•D•H*: 277x277x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x55 cm
2.52 m3   Weight: 151 kg   Legs: 8

Divan+2,5+Chl round L/R
W•D•H*: 446x234x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x55/140 cm
4.06 m3   Weight: 170 kg   Legs: 10

Footstool
W•D•H*: 85x60x41 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 41x cm
0.16 m3   Weight: 11 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool round
W•D•H*: 99x99x41 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 41x cm
0.30 m3   Weight: 16 kg   Legs: 4

Fabric

Fabric

Leather

Leather

Fixed cover

Fixed cover

Gemma.

Comfort Upholstery

3-Seater
W•D•H* 235x102x84 cm 
1.42 m3   Weight: 74 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Seater
W•D•H* 205x102x84 cm 
1.25 m3   Weight: 67 kg   Legs: 4

3+Chl L/R
W•D•H* 336x166x84 cm 
2.52 m3   Weight: 123 kg   Legs: 6

2,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H* 282x166x84 cm 
2.11 m3   Weight: 109 kg   Legs: 6

Deco cushion
W•D•H* 60x30x11 cm 
0.02 m3   Weight: 1.2 kg   

Armrest cushion 
W•D•H* 50x50x10 cm 
0.03 m3   Weight: 1.3 kg   

Fabric Leather Leather 
sewing
option

Fixed cover
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Harmony. Day & Night.

Lennon.

Melbourne.

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Upholstery

Upholstery

3-seater
W•D•H* 241x87x80 cm 
0.99 m3   Weight: 74 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-seater
W•D•H* 211x87x80 cm 
0.87 m3   Weight: 67 kg   Legs: 4

Armrest cushion 
W•D•H* 56x30x13 cm 
0.02 m3   Weight: 1.2 kg   

3-Seater
W•D•H* 242x94x79 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x58 cm
1.31 m3   Weight: 60 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Seater
W•D•H* 212x94x79 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x58 cm
1.15 m3   Weight: 55 kg   Legs: 4

2-Seater
W•D•H* 183x94x79 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x58 cm
1.00 m3   Weight: 52 kg   Legs: 4

2,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H* 292x155x79 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x58/119 
cm
1.98 m3   Weight: 87 kg   Legs: 6

3+Divan L/R
W•D•H* 311x204x79 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x58 cm
2.30 m3   Weight: 96.5 kg   Legs: 6

2,5C2,5
W•D•H* 281x281x79 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x58 cm
2.57 m3   Weight: 123 kg   Legs: 8

2C3 L/R
W•D•H* 311x252x79 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x58 cm
2.57 m3   Weight: 125 kg   Legs: 8

3+Multi L/R
W•D•H* 390x163x79 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x58 cm
2.80 m3   Weight: 105 kg   Legs: 7

Footstool
W•D•H* 80x60x42 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x cm
0.15 m3   Weight: 13 kg   Legs: 4

4-seater
W•D•H* 247x97x78 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
1.39 m3   Weight: 81 kg   Legs: 4

4-seater (2 pkg)
W•D•H* 247x97x78 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
1.43 m3   Weight: 89 kg   Legs: 6

3-seater
W•D•H* 197x97x78 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
1.12 m3   Weight: 63 kg   Legs: 4

2-seater
W•D•H* 167x97x78 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
0.95 m3   Weight: 53 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-seater
W•D•H* 102x97x78 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
0.60 m3   Weight: 38 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool
W•D•H* 96x80x44 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
0.30 m3   Weight: 17 kg   Legs: 4

4-seater
W•D•H* 247x97x78 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
1.39 m3   Weight: 81 kg   Legs: 4

4-seater (2 pkg)
W•D•H* 247x97x78 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
1.43 m3   Weight: 89 kg   Legs: 6

3-seater
W•D•H* 197x97x78 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
1.12 m3   Weight: 63 kg   Legs: 4

2-seater
W•D•H* 167x97x78 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
0.95 m3   Weight: 53 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-seater
W•D•H* 102x97x78 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
0.60 m3   Weight: 38 kg   Legs: 4

Fabric

Fabric

Leather

Leather Leather 
sewing
option

Fixed cover

Fixed cover

Loose
cover

Harmony with Day cushions and fixed cover.

Harmony with Night cushions and loose cover.

Upholstery

Fabric Fixed
cover

Day Night

Footstool
W•D•H* 96x80x44 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42,5x60 cm
0.30 m3   Weight: 17 kg   Legs: 4
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Sofa

Armchair

Dining sofa

Moonlight.

Paloma.

Petito.

Comfort

Comfort

Comfort

Upholstery

Upholstery

1-Module
W•D•H* 84x102x84 cm 
0.56 m3   Weight: 33 kg   Legs: 4

1-Module L/R
W•D•H* 102x102x84 cm 
0.67 m3   Weight: 41 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Module
W•D•H* 102x102x84 cm 
0.67 m3   Weight: 38 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Module L/R
W•D•H* 120x102x84 cm 
0.79 m3   Weight: 46 kg   Legs: 4

Corner-Module
W•D•H* 102x102x84 cm 
0.67 m3   Weight: 42 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool
W•D•H* 84x84x49 cm 
0.38 m3   Weight: 23 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool  XL
W•D•H* 102x102x49 cm 
0.55 m3   Weight: 29 kg   Legs: 4

4-Seater
W•D•H*: 248x102x82 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x49/66 cm
1.74 m3   Weight: 79.6 kg   Legs: 4

4-Seater (2 pkg)
W•D•H*: 248x102x82 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x49/66 cm
1.79 m3   Weight: 86.6 kg   Legs: 4

3-Seater
W•D•H*: 198x102x82 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x49/66 cm
1.40 m3   Weight: 63.4 kg   Legs: 4

2-Seater
W•D•H*: 168x102x82 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x49/66 cm
1.19 m3   Weight: 55 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Seater
W•D•H*: 103x102x82 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x49/66 cm
0.75 m3   Weight: 41 kg   Legs: 4

3C3
W•D•H*: 293x293x82 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x49/66 cm
3.45 m3   Weight: 181 kg   Legs: 8

3C2 L/R
W•D•H*: 263x293x82 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x49/66 cm
3.24 m3   Weight: 172 kg   Legs: 8

2C2
W•D•H*: 263x263x82 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x49/66 cm
3.04 m3   Weight: 163 kg   Legs: 8

Footstool
W•D•H*: 96x80x44 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x49/66 cm
0.30 m3   Weight: 17 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool Small
W•D•H*: 61x45x44 cm 
0.11 m3   Weight: 10 kg   Legs: 4

2-Seater bed
W•D•H*: 168x102x82 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x49/66 cm
1.19 m3   Weight: 71 kg   Legs: 4

Back cushion small (46x40)
W•D•H*: 46x40x10 cm 
0.02 m3   Weight: 0.7 kg   

4-Seater
W•D•H*: 228x76x75 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 46x55 cm
1.14 m3   Weight: 47 kg   Legs: 4

3-Seater
W•D•H*: 198x76x75 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 46x55 cm
0.99 m3   Weight: 40 kg   Legs: 4

2-Seater
W•D•H*: 168x76x75 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 46x55 cm
0.85 m3   Weight: 36 kg   Legs: 4

4-Seater
W•D•H*: 228x76x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 51x55 cm
1.14 m3   Weight: 47 kg   Legs: 4

3-Seater
W•D•H*: 198x76x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 51x55 cm
0.99 m3   Weight: 40 kg   Legs: 4

2-Seater
W•D•H*: 168x76x80 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 51x55 cm
0.85 m3   Weight: 36 kg   Legs: 4

Fabric

Fabric

Fixed cover

Armchair
W•D•H*: 73x76x72 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 46x53 cm
0.37 m3   Weight: 16 kg   Legs: 4

Armchair Mix
W•D•H*: 73x76x72 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 46x53 cm
0.37 m3   Weight: 16 kg   Legs: 4

Paloma dining sofa

Paloma sofa Paloma armchair

Upholstery

Fabric Leather Leather 
sewing
option

Fixed cover

Loose
cover
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Piemonte.

Comfort

Upholstery

4-seater
W•D•H* 255x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
1.53 m3   Weight: 77 kg   Legs: 4

3-seater
W•D•H* 230x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
1.38 m3   Weight: 70 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-seater
W•D•H* 210x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
1.26 m3   Weight: 64 kg   Legs: 4

3+C/XL+End part L/R
W•D•H* 294/256x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
2.74 m3   Weight: 133 kg   Legs: 8

2,5+C/XL+End part L/R
W•D•H* 274/256x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
2.62 m3   Weight: 127 kg   Legs: 8

2,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H* 294x157x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60/128 cm
2.39 m3   Weight: 108 kg   Legs: 6

3+C/XL+3 L/R
W•D•H* 328/294x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
3.28 m3   Weight: 162 kg   Legs: 8

3+C/XL+2,5 L/R
W•D•H* 274/284x328/308x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
3.17 m3   Weight: 156 kg   Legs: 8

2,5+C/XL+2,5 L/R
W•D•H* 308/274x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
3.05 m3   Weight: 150 kg   Legs: 8

4-Module
W•D•H* 205x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
1.04 m3   Weight: 57 kg   

4-Module L/R
W•D•H* 230x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
1.37 m3   Weight: 67 kg   Legs: 2

3-Module
W•D•H* 180x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
0.92 m3   Weight: 50 kg   Legs: 2

3-Module L/R
W•D•H* 205x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
1.23 m3   Weight: 60 kg   Legs: 2

2,5-Module
W•D•H* 160x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
0.82 m3   Weight: 44 kg   Legs: 2

2,5-Module L/R
W•D•H* 185x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
1.11 m3   Weight: 54 kg   Legs: 2

Chl-Module L/R
W•D•H* 109x157x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60/128 cm
1.26 m3   Weight: 54 kg   Legs: 4

Divan-Module L/R
W•D•H* 195x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
1.27 m3   Weight: 61 kg   Legs: 4

End Part L/R
W•D•H* 133x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
0.68 m3   Weight: 31 kg   Legs: 4

Corner XL-Module L/R
W•D•H* 123x89x77 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x60 cm
0.82 m3   Weight: 42 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool
W•D•H* 92x92x42 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x cm
0.28 m3   Weight: 18 kg   Legs: 4

Fabric Leather Leather 
sewing
option

Fixed cover

Optional wooden frame
Piemonte is available with our without wooden frame.
Wooden frame in black, oak and walnut.

Fabrics
Checked and striped fabrics are not  
available for this model.

Pure. Day & Night.

Comfort

4-seater Day
W•D•H* 249x113x75 cm 
1.76 m3   Weight: 85 kg   Legs: 4

3-seater Day
W•D•H* 229x113x75 cm 
1.62 m3   Weight: 80 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-seater Day
W•D•H* 209x113x75 cm 
1.48 m3   Weight: 74 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool
W•D•H* 91x61x42 cm 
0.24 m3   Weight: 13 kg   Legs: 4

4-seater Night
W•D•H* 249x113x75 cm 
1.76 m3   Weight: 85 kg   Legs: 4

3-seater Night
W•D•H* 229x113x75 cm 
1.62 m3   Weight: 80 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-seater Night
W•D•H* 209x113x75 cm 
1.48 m3   Weight: 74 kg   Legs: 4

Back cushion Night
W•D•H* 56x46x13 cm 
0.03 m3   Weight: 1.3 kg   

Upholstery. Night.

Fabric Fixed
cover

Upholstery. Day.

Fabric Leather Piping

Piping

Fixed cover

Day Night

Footstool
W•D•H* 91x61x42 cm 
0.24 m3   Weight: 13 kg   Legs: 4
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Ravel.

Comfort Upholstery

4-Seater
W•D•H*: 232x94x83 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 48x64 cm
1.14 m3   Weight: 78 kg   Legs: 4

3-Seater
W•D•H*: 197x94x83 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 48x64 cm
0.97 m3   Weight: 70 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Seater
W•D•H*: 172x94x83 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 48x64 cm
0.85 m3   Weight: 64 kg   Legs: 4

2,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H*: 261x181x83 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 48x64/151 
cm
1.77 m3   Weight: 125 kg   Legs: 6

Footstool
W•D•H*: 78x62x47 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 47x cm
0.17 m3   Weight: 13 kg   Legs: 4

Fabric Leather Fixed cover

Sake.

Comfort Upholstery

4-Seater
W•D•H*: 261x114x95 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x62/76 cm
1.66 m3   Weight: 87 kg   Legs: 4

4-Seater (2 pkg)
W•D•H*: 262x114x95 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x62/76 cm
1.69 m3   Weight: 94 kg   Legs: 8

3-Seater
W•D•H*: 233x114x95 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x62/76 cm
1.48 m3   Weight: 78 kg   Legs: 4

3-Seater (2 pkg)
W•D•H*: 234x114x95 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x127/141 cm
1.51 m3   Weight: 84 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Seater
W•D•H*: 133x114x95 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x62/76 cm
0.86 m3   Weight: 57 kg   Legs: 4

3+Chl L/R
W•D•H*: 334x182x95 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x127/141 cm
2.57 m3   Weight: 124 kg   Legs: 6

1,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H*: 234x182x95 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x127/141 cm
1.95 m3   Weight: 97 kg   Legs: 6

Footstool
W•D•H*: 100x100x42 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x100 cm
0.36 m3   Weight: 23 kg   Legs: 4

Back cushion small
W•D•H*: 72x72x16 cm 
0.09 m3   Weight: 2.5 kg   

Back cushion big
W•D•H*: 100x72x16 cm 
0.12 m3   Weight: 3.5 kg   

Fabric Loose
cover

Piping

Piping

Samba.  
Day, Double Day & Night.

Armrest Porto L/R
W•D•H*: 8x94x57 cm 
0.05 m3   Weight: 8 kg   

Armrest Rio L/R
W•D•H*: 26x96x57 cm 
0.14 m3   Weight: 9 kg   

Armrest Salvador L/R
W•D•H*: 23x94x57 cm 
0.13 m3   Weight: 10 kg   

Armrest Amazon L/R
W•D•H*: 4x94x57 cm 
0.03 m3   Weight: 7 kg   

Armrest Pedro L/R
W•D•H*: 26x96x57 cm 
0.14 m3   Weight: 9 kg   

3-Module (200 cm)
W•D•H*: 202x96x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x62 cm
1.00 m3   Weight: 52 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Module (160 cm)
W•D•H*: 161x96x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x62 cm
0.80 m3   Weight: 42 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Module (120 cm)
W•D•H*: 121x96x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x62 cm
0.61 m3   Weight: 36 kg   Legs: 4

1-Module (100 cm)
W•D•H*: 101x96x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x62 cm
0.51 m3   Weight: 32 kg   Legs: 4

1-Module (80 cm)
W•D•H*: 81x96x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x62 cm
0.41 m3   Weight: 29 kg   Legs: 4

Corner-Module
W•D•H*: 95x95x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x62 cm
0.48 m3   Weight: 29 kg   Legs: 4

Corner-Module round
W•D•H*: 143x143x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x62 cm
1.05 m3   Weight: 50 kg   Legs: 6

Chl-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 101x163x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x124 
cm
0.85 m3   Weight: 44 kg   Legs: 4

Chl-Module round L/R
W•D•H*: 161x163x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x124 
cm
1.34 m3   Weight: 60 kg   Legs: 6

Divan-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 99x233x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x62 cm
1.18 m3   Weight: 57 kg   Legs: 4

End part-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 161x96x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x62 cm
0.80 m3   Weight: 40 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool
W•D•H*: 101x68x42 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x cm
0.41 m3   Weight: 15 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool round
W•D•H*: 101x101x42 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42/45x cm
0.37 m3   Weight: 23 kg   Legs: 4

Comfort

Upholstery. Day. Double Day.

Upholstery. Night.

Fabric

Fabric

Leather Fixed
cover

Fixed
cover

Info height - Std/High
Samba 74 cm.  Samba High 81 cm.

*+ 4 cm on Samba Night (78 cm)
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Sleepy.

Comfort Upholstery

Sofa bed 160 cm
W•D•H*: 213/205x101x92 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 51x56 cm
1.35 m3   Weight: 97 kg   Legs: 4

Sofa bed 140 cm
W•D•H*: 193/185x101x92 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 51x56 cm
1.22 m3   Weight: 85 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool with storage
W•D•H*: 85x60x47 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 51x cm
0.20 m3   Weight: 13 kg   

Fabric Fixed cover

Bed mechanisms and sizes
Tubular frame. Mattress is 14 cm thick, made with 45 kg cold foam with a  
35 mm thick 50 kg Memory foam top. 140: 140x195 cm 160: 160x195 cm.

Piping

Vesta. 
Day, Night, High, Special, 
LC, Motion, Neckrest.

Comfort

4-Seater
W•D•H*: 260x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
1.59 m3   Weight: 80 kg   Legs: 4

3-Seater
W•D•H*: 230x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
1.41 m3   Weight: 72 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Seater
W•D•H*: 216x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
1.33 m3   Weight: 68 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Seater
W•D•H*: 141x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
0.88 m3   Weight: 50 kg   Legs: 4

2,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H*: 300x94/160x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
2.46 m3   Weight: 111 kg   Legs: 6

2,5+Footstool L/R
W•D•H*: 249x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
1.55 m3   Weight: 68 kg   Legs: 4

1,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H*: 225x160x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
2.03 m3   Weight: 96 kg   Legs: 6

3-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 206x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
1.27 m3   Weight: 61 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 191x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
1.18 m3   Weight: 57 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Module
W•D•H*: 94x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
0.52 m3   Weight: 31 kg   Legs: 4

1,5-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 116x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
0.74 m3   Weight: 42 kg   Legs: 4

1-Module
W•D•H*: 85x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
0.47 m3   Weight: 27 kg   Legs: 4

1-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 106x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
0.68 m3   Weight: 38 kg   Legs: 4

Chl-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 110x160x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
1.28 m3   Weight: 54 kg   Legs: 4

Chl-Module XL arm L/R
W•D•H*: 110x225x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
1.78 m3   Weight: 69 kg   Legs: 4

Corner-Module
W•D•H*: 94x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
0.66 m3   Weight: 31 kg   Legs: 4

Corner-Module XL L/R
W•D•H*: 120x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
0.83 m3   Weight: 39 kg   Legs: 4

End part-Module L/R
W•D•H*: 150x94x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
0.81 m3   Weight: 55 kg   Legs: 4

End Part-Module XL L/R
W•D•H*: 150x160x74 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42x63 cm
1.32 m3   Weight: 79 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool-Module
W•D•H*: 91x94x42 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42xx cm
0.32 m3   Weight: 22 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool
W•D•H*: 76x56x42 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 42xx cm
0.15 m3   Weight: 13 kg   Legs: 4

Footstool-Module small
W•D•H*: 68x94x42 cm 
0.24 m3   Weight: 17 kg   Legs: 4

Upholstery

Fabric Leather Leather 
sewing
option

Fixed cover

Vesta Standard.

Vesta Motion. Not available on all modules.

Info height - Std/High
Vesta 74 cm.  Vesta High 80 cm.

Neckrest. Std only. Not available on all modules.

* Available with Vesta neckrest. 
The comfort of the neckrest is determined by the chosen 
comfort of the sofa.

Wide, 15 cm Shaped, 9 cm
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Vida.

Comfort

Upholstery

3-Seater
W•D•H* 223x100x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43 x 58 cm
1.40 m3   Weight: 66 kg   Legs: 4

2,5-Seater
W•D•H* 192x100x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43 x 58 cm
1.21 m3   Weight: 58 kg   Legs: 4

3+Chl L/R
W•D•H* 321x139x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x58/103 cm
2.32 m3   Weight: 107 kg   Legs: 7

2,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H* 275x139x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43x58/103 cm
2.00 m3   Weight: 94 kg   Legs: 7

3+Divan L/R
W•D•H* 306x218x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43 x 58 cm
2.71 m3   Weight: 114 kg   Legs: 6

Divan+3+Chl L/R
W•D•H* 402x218x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43 x  cm
3.63 m3   Weight: 155 kg   Legs: 9

Divan+2,5+Chl L/R
W•D•H* 356x218x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43 x 58 cm
3.44 m3   Weight: 143 kg   Legs: 9

3C3
W•D•H* 299x299x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43 x 58 cm
3.15 m3   Weight: 158 kg   Legs: 8

3C2,5 L/R
W•D•H* 299x268x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43 x 58 cm
2.96 m3   Weight: 149 kg   Legs: 8

2,5C2,5
W•D•H* 268x268x87 cm 
Seat Height•Seat Depth : 43 x 58 cm
2.77 m3   Weight: 140 kg   Legs: 8

Footstool
W•D•H* 920x750x440 cm 
Seat Height: 43 cm
0.31 m3   Weight: 18 kg   Legs: 4

Fabric Fixed cover PipingLeather

Index Beds

Bedframe 180x200
W•D•H* 206x219x28 cm 
0.30 m3   Weight: 49 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 28 cm**

Bedframe 160x200
W•D•H* 186x219x28 cm 
0.29 m3   Weight: 47 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 28 cm**

Bedframe 140x200
W•D•H* 166x219x28 cm 
0.28 m3   Weight: 45 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 28 cm**

Headboard 180
W•D•H* 210x10x98 cm 
0.25 m3   Weight: 26 kg   

Headboard 180 XH
W•D•H* 210x10x130 cm 
0.34 m3   Weight: 32 kg   

Headboard 160
W•D•H* 190x10x98 cm 
0.23 m3   Weight: 24 kg   

Headboard 160 XH
W•D•H* 190x10x130 cm 
0.30 m3   Weight: 30 kg   

Headboard 140
W•D•H* 170x10x98 cm 
0.21 m3   Weight: 22 kg   

Headboard 140 XH
W•D•H* 170x10x130 cm 
0.27 m3   Weight: 28 kg   

Sideboard
W•D•H* 56x10x98 cm 
0.07 m3   Weight: 10 kg   

Sideboard XH
W•D•H* 56x10x130 cm 
0.09 m3   Weight: 12 kg   

Blanc.

Upholstery

Fabric Leather Fixed cover
Headboard

Without 
slats

Mario. 

Upholstery

Fabric Fixed cover

180x200
W•D•H* 208x214x109 cm 
0.45 m3   Weight: 68 kg
Height of frame: 30 cm**

160x200
W•D•H* 188x214x109 cm 
0.42 m3   Weight: 63 kg   
Height of frame: 30 cm ** 

140x200
W•D•H* 168x214x109 cm 
0.39 m3   Weight: 58 kg
Height of frame: 30 cm**     

Without 
slats

Info - Headboard
The headboard and sideboards on Blanc comes in two 
different heights, 90 cm and XH 130 cm.  

Headboard XH

Std Headboard         

Loose
cover
Frame
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**Height of frame including leg.

Leather

Neo.

Upholstery

Fabric Fixed cover

180x200
W•D•H* 208x214x109 cm 
0.37 m3   Weight: 66 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 30 cm**

160x200
W•D•H* 188x214x109 cm 
0.34 m3   Weight: 61 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 30 cm**

140x200
W•D•H* 168x214x109 cm 
0.32 m3   Weight: 56 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 30 cm**

Without 
slats

Upholstery

Fabric Fixed cover

140x200
W•D•H* 168x214x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

140x210
W•D•H* 168x224x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

140x220
W•D•H* 168x234x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

160x200
W•D•H* 188x214x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

160x210
W•D•H* 188x224x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

160x220
W•D•H* 188x234x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

180x200
W•D•H* 208x214x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

180x210
W•D•H* 208x224x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

180x220
W•D•H* 208x234x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

200x200
W•D•H* 228x214x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

200x210
W•D•H* 228x224x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

200x220
W•D•H* 228x234x120 cm.  
Height of frame: 47 cm**

Without 
slats

Mario High.

Bed 180x200 with headboard
W•D•H* 216x210x101 cm 
0.58 m3   Weight: 60 kg   Legs: 2
Height of frame: 37 cm**    

Bed 160x200 with headboard
W•D•H* 216x190x101 cm 
0.55 m3   Weight: 57 kg   Legs: 2
Height of frame: 37 cm**    

Bed 140x200 with headboard
W•D•H* 216x170x101 cm 
0.51 m3   Weight: 54 kg   Legs: 2
Height of frame: 37 cm**    

Headboard 180
W•D•H* 210x15x101 cm 
0.37 m3   Weight: 26 kg   

Headboard 160
W•D•H* 190x15x101 cm 
0.34 m3   Weight: 24 kg   

Headboard 140
W•D•H* 170x15x101 cm 
0.30 m3   Weight: 22 kg   

Noche.

Upholstery

Fabric Without 
slats

Loose
cover

Loose Cover. 
Removable cover on frame and cushions, but not on headboard.
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 Noche High.

Upholstery

Fabric

140x200
W•D•H* 170x216x117 cm.
0.53 m3   Weight: 54 kg  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

140x210
W•D•H* 170x226x117 cm.
0.54 m3   Weight: 55 kg  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

140x220
W•D•H* 170x236x117 cm.
0.56 m3   Weight: 56 kg  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

160x200
W•D•H* 190x216x117 cm.
0.57 m3   Weight: 57 kg  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

160x210
W•D•H* 190x226x117 cm.
0.58 m3   Weight: 58 kg  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

160x220
W•D•H* 190x236x117 cm. 
0.59 m3   Weight: 59 kg 
Height of frame: 49 cm**

180x200
W•D•H* 210x216x117 cm. 
0.60 m3   Weight: 60 kg 
Height of frame: 49 cm**

180x210
W•D•H* 210x226x117 cm. 
0.61 m3   Weight: 61 kg 
Height of frame: 49 cm**

180x220
W•D•H* 210x236x117 cm. 
0.63 m3   Weight: 62 kg 
Height of frame: 49 cm**

200x200
W•D•H* 230x216x117 cm. 
0.64 m3   Weight: 63 kg 
Height of frame: 49 cm**

200x210
W•D•H* 230x226x117 cm. 
0.65 m3   Weight: 64 kg 
Height of frame: 49 cm**

200x220
W•D•H* 230x236x117 cm. 
0.66 m3   Weight: 65 kg 
Height of frame: 49 cm**

Without 
slats

Loose
cover

Loose Cover. 
Removable cover on frame and cushions, but not on headboard.

Bed with headboard 180x200 long skirt
W•D•H* 221x216x91 cm 
0.40 m3   Weight: 60 kg   Legs: 2
Height of frame: 37 cm**

Bed with headboard 180x200 short skirt
W•D•H* 221x216x91 cm 
0.40 m3   Weight: 60 kg   Legs: 2
Height of frame: 37 cm**

Bed with headboard 160x200 long skirt
W•D•H* 201x216x91 cm 
0.38 m3   Weight: 57 kg   Legs: 2
Height of frame: 37 cm**

Bed with headboard 160x200 short skirt
W•D•H* 201x216x91 cm 
0.38 m3   Weight: 57 kg   Legs: 2
Height of frame: 37 cm**

Bed with headboard 140x200 long skirt
W•D•H* 181x216x91 cm 
0.36 m3   Weight: 54 kg   Legs: 2
Height of frame: 37 cm**

Bed with headboard 140x200 short skirt
W•D•H* 181x216x91 cm 
0.36 m3   Weight: 54 kg   Legs: 2
Height of frame: 37 cm**

Headboard 180
W•D•H* 221x7x91 cm 
0.19 m3   Weight: 26 kg   

Headboard 160
W•D•H* 201x7x91 cm 
0.17 m3   Weight: 24 kg   

Headboard 140
W•D•H* 181x7x91 cm 
0.15 m3   Weight: 22 kg   

Norfolk. 

Upholstery

Fabric Without 
slats

Loose
cover

Norfolk long skirt

Norfolk short skirt

Loose Cover. 
Removable cover on both frame and headboard.
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Norfolk High.

Upholstery

Fabric Without 
slats

Loose
cover

140x200
W•D•H* 181x216x110 cm.
Height of frame: 49 cm**

140x210
W•D•H* 181x226x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

140x220
W•D•H* 181x236x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

160x200
W•D•H* 201x216x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

160x210
W•D•H* 201x226x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

160x220
W•D•H* 201x236x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

180x200
W•D•H* 221x216x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

180x210
W•D•H* 221x226x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

180x220
W•D•H* 221x236x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

200x200
W•D•H* 241x216x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

200x210
W•D•H* 241x226x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

200x220
W•D•H* 241x236x110 cm.  
Height of frame: 49 cm**

Norfolk High short skirt

Norfolk High long skirt 
See example on Norfolk, 
page 103.

Loose Cover. 
Removable cover on both frame and headboard.

Bed 180x200
W•D•H* 208x226x94 cm 
0.75 m3   Weight: 73 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 28/31 cm**

Bed 160x200
W•D•H* 186x226x94 cm 
0.69 m3   Weight: 69 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 28/31 cm**

Bed 140x200
W•D•H* 166x226x94 cm 
0.63 m3   Weight: 64 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 28/31 cm**

Shabby.

Shabby High.

Upholstery

Upholstery

Without 
slats

Fabric Leather Leather 
sewing
option

Fixed cover

Without 
slats

Fabric Leather Leather 
sewing
option

Fixed cover

140x200
W•D•H* 166x226x112 cm. 
0.52 m3   Weight: 67 kg 
Height of frame: 46 cm**

140x210
W•D•H* 166x236x112 cm.
0.53 m3   Weight: 68 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

140x220
W•D•H* 166x246x112 cm.
0.53 m3   Weight: 69 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

160x200
W•D•H* 186x226x112 cm.
0.56 m3   Weight: 70 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

160x210
W•D•H* 186x236x112 cm.
0.57 m3   Weight: 71 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

160x220
W•D•H* 186x246x112 cm.
0.58 m3   Weight: 72 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

180x200
W•D•H* 208x226x112 cm.
0.60 m3   Weight: 72 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

180x210
W•D•H* 208x236x112 cm.
0.61 m3   Weight: 73 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

180x220
W•D•H* 208x246x112 cm.
0.62 m3   Weight: 74 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

200x200
W•D•H* 228x226x112 cm.
0.65 m3   Weight: 75 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

200x210
W•D•H* 228x236x112 cm.
0.65 m3   Weight: 76 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

200x220
W•D•H* 228x246x112 cm.
0.66 m3   Weight: 77 kg  
Height of frame: 46 cm**

Comfort
Headboard. The headboard on Shabby High is filled with feathers.
Special = Cross stitch with contrast or matching colour on headboard.

Loose Cover. 
Removable cover on frame, but not on headboard.
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Bed 180X200
W•D•H* 208x226x94 cm 
0.75 m3   Weight: 73 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 34/37/39 cm**

Bed 180X200 Special
W•D•H* 208x226x94 cm 
0.75 m3   Weight: 73 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 34/37/39 cm**

Bed 160X200
W•D•H* 186x226x94 cm 
0.69 m3   Weight: 69 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 34/37/39 cm**

Bed 160X200 Special
W•D•H* 186x226x94 cm 
0.69 m3   Weight: 69 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 34/37/39 cm**

Bed 140X200
W•D•H* 166x226x94 cm 
0.63 m3   Weight: 64 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 34/37/39 cm**

Bed 140X200 Special
W•D•H* 166x226x94 cm 
0.63 m3   Weight: 64 kg   Legs: 4
Height of frame: 34/37/39 cm**

Vesta. 

Upholstery

Without 
slats

Fabric Leather Leather 
sewing
option

Fixed cover Loose
cover

Comfort
Headboard. 
The headboard on Vesta is filled with feathers.

Loose Cover. 
Removable cover on both frame and headboard.

Vesta High.

Upholstery

Without 
slats

Fabric Leather Leather 
sewing
option

Fixed cover Loose
cover

140x200
W•D•H* 166x226x104* cm.
0.61 m3   Weight: 64 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

140x210
W•D•H* 166x236x104* cm.
0.62 m3   Weight: 65 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

140x220
W•D•H* 166x246x104* cm.
0.63 m3   Weight: 66 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

160x200
W•D•H* 186x226x104* cm.
0.65 m3   Weight: 69 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

160x210
W•D•H* 186x236x104* cm.
0.66 m3   Weight: 70 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

160x220
W•D•H* 186x246x104* cm.
0.67 m3   Weight: 71 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

180x200
W•D•H* 208x226x104* cm.
0.70 m3   Weight: 75 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

180x210
W•D•H* 208x236x104* cm.
0.71 m3   Weight: 76 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

180x220
W•D•H* 208x246x104* cm.
0.72 m3   Weight: 77 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

200x200
W•D•H* 228x226x104* cm.
0.75 m3   Weight: 81 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

200x210
W•D•H* 228x236x104* cm.
0.76 m3   Weight: 82 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**

200x220
W•D•H* 228x246x104* cm.
0.77 m3   Weight: 83 kg  
Height of frame: 45/48/50 cm**Comfort

Headboard. 
The headboard on Vesta High is filled with feathers.

Loose Cover. 
Removable cover on both frame and headboard.
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Foam Firm (C1)

Seat Cushion
Cold foam covered with fibre padding.

Back Cushion
Cold foam covered with fibre padding.

Feather Soft (C2) Foam Firm (DE)

Synthetic down (C4)

Seat Cushion
Cold foam with a feather top. 

Back Cushion
Feather and ball fibre mix. 

Seat Cushion
Cold foam covered with fibre padding.

Back Cushion
Cold foam covered with fibre padding.

Cold foam with a synthetic down top. 

Back Cushion
Synthetic down and ball fibre mix. 

Foam Soft (EU)

Seat Cushion
Cold foam covered with fibre padding.

Back Cushion
Ball fibre filling.

Foam Medium (EU Plus)

Seat Cushion
Cold foam covered with fibre padding.

Back Cushion
Inner core of cold foam embedded
in ball fibre.

Memory Foam (CM)

Seat Cushion
Cold foam with memory foam on top,
covered with fibre padding.

Back Cushion
Feather and ball fibre mix. 

Feather Medium (C2 Plus)

Seat Cushion 
Cold foam with a feather top.

Back Cushion 
Inner core of cold foam, embedded
in a feather and ball fibre mix.

Wooden legs in the following colours

Walnut Untreated NaturalOak Colonial Black White Grey Oak Soap
white oak

Stitching

Standard, Long or Contrast 
stitching is optional on most leather 
models without cross-stitching.

Piping 

Choose matching piping in the same 
fabric/leather as the sofa or in a 
contrasting fabric/leather.

Special 

Special means that the model is 
available with special edge sewing.
Models in this catalogue, Vesta, Piemonte.

Oak imit.

Technical information
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Passion for sofas

www.furninova.com


